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Goals
The main goal of this study was to test whether disks with adjustable weights, that visitors could
slide in toward the hub or out toward the rim, would increase visitor holding time and
engagement over disks with only static weights.  In addition, we wanted to know whether
offering visitors an explanation in the label affected their engagement; in particular, whether the
label affected engagement differently depending on the type of disk provided.

Background
At this exhibit, visitors race two disks by rolling them down parallel tracks.  The main question
is: Which kind of disks will roll fastest?  There are several variables that could affect the speed
of the disks: air resistance, overall weight (heavy or light), or distribution of the weight (in
towards the hub or out towards the rim).  Visitors run multiple races to investigate these
variables.  It turns out that the distribution of the weight is the most important variable: disks
with more weight concentrated in the center will roll faster than disks with more weight located
out by the rim.

This study builds on a previous study that compared two types of rolling disks at the Downhill
Race exhibit (see the Formative Evaluation report entitled, “Providing explanations to visitors
affects their inquiry behavior: A study of the Downhill Race exhibit”).  In that study, we found
that four wooden disks with clearly placed and sized weights helped visitors figure out the key
variables associated with the rolling speed of the disks.  In contrast, visitors who used five metal
disks that obscured the key variables were less able to figure out the key factor that causes the
disks to roll faster.  However, the wooden disks also seemed to reduce slightly visitors’ overall
engagement with the exhibit, compared to the metal disks.

To ameliorate this problem, the exhibit developer, Tom Tompkins, created six new disks, four
with static weights that were similar to those in the wooden disks, and two that contained
adjustable weights which could be moved in toward the hub or out toward the rim.  In the
photograph below, the black disks are the adjustable ones.
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Metal Disks Wooden Disks Adjustable Disks
5 disks 4 disks 6 disks

The previous study also investigated the effect of providing or omitting an explanation in the
exhibit label.  In that study, we found that the presence of an explanation led to better visitor
understanding, but slightly less engagement with the exhibit.  The explanation was especially
helpful for visitors who used the version of the exhibit that contained the less-clear metal disks.

The current study compared video data collected during the previous study with video data of
visitors using the adjustable disks.  Our main questions were:

• Does the newest set of six disks (two adjustable and four static) increase holding time
over the previous Metal and Wooden disks with only static weights?

• Does the newest set of disks help visitors understand the underlying causal variables in
the exhibit?

• Does the presence or absence of an explanation in the label affect visitors differently
depending on the type of disk provided?

Summary of Results

Overall, the Adjustable Disks seemed to have ameliorated the problems of the Metal and
Wooden Disks: Visitors understood the underlying concept and still spent prolonged periods of
time investigating.  Specifically:

• There were no significant differences in holding time across the different types of disks.
• Visitor groups using the Metal Disks showed the poorest understanding of the underlying

concepts in the exhibit.
• Providing an explanation in the label had no effect on holding time across the three types

of disks.
• Providing an explanation in the label helped visitors explicitly state the correct

underlying concept in the exhibit.
• Groups that did not receive an explanation in the label were helped most by either

Wooden or Adjustable Disks instead of Metal disks.  Without an explanation in the label,
most visitor groups using the Metal disks articulated an incorrect theory for what makes
the disks roll quickly.
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Method

For each type of disk, we recorded 4 hours of videotape of visitors on a single weekend day,
alternating between different types of labels within each day.  The table below shows the dates
and number of visitors captured and analyzed.

Date Disks present Labels present Visitor groups
Mar 24, 2002 Metal Explanation & No explanation 44
Apr 20, 2002 Wooden Explanation & No explanation 52
Feb 2, 2003 Adjustable Explanation & No explanation 106

Detailed Results

In the previous study, the Wooden Disks were better than the metal disks at helping visitors
understand the idea that distribution of weight is the key variable, but visitors spent less time at
the exhibit.  In the current study, we found that the Adjustable Disks were successful both at
maintaining visitors’ greater understanding of the main concept and holding visitor groups for
prolonged periods of time.

Comparing Different Disks

Holding Time

There was no significant difference in holding time as a result of using different disks, though
the mean holding time for the Wooden Disks was non-significantly lower than that for the Metal
and Adjustable Disks.  (An Analysis of Variance using the Log of the time as the dependent
variable showed no significant effect of disks: F2,198 = 2.2, p = .12.)
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Conceptual Understanding

We listened to visitors’ conversations on the videotape for their theories about what makes the
disks roll fastest.  We then categorized visitors’ theories as correct or incorrect, giving them the
benefit of the doubt in cases when multiple theories were discussed.  We categorized visitor
theories according to the following scheme:

Correct theory: Disks with mass at the center will roll fastest

Incorrect theories: Disks with more or less mass rolls fastest
Disks with mass at rim rolls fastest
Narrower disks roll fastest (less air resistance)
Combinations of above theories

No theory articulated: Visitors never articulate theory
Visitors speak foreign language
Visitors cannot decide among different ideas
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Visitors groups using the Metal Disks showed the poorest understanding of the underlying
concept in the exhibit (see below).

Concept ArticulatedType of Disk Correct Incorrect None Articulated
Metal (N=42) 31% 36% 33%
Wooden (N=46) 41% 15% 44%
Adjustable (N=106) 35% 4% 61%
χ2 = 29.0, p < .0001

Comparing Different Labels

Holding time

There was no effect of label on holding time. (An Analysis of Variance using the Log of holding
time as the dependent variable showed no effect of label: F1,199 = 0.06, p = .81.)

Label Mean Holding Time
(Minutes)

Explanation Provided 2.0
No Explanation Provided 2.0

Conceptual Understanding

The label had a significant effect on the correctness of the concept visitors articulated.  When an
explanation was provided in the label, more visitors stated the correct concept.  This is not
surprising, because simply reading the label’s explanation was counted as stating the correct
concept.

Concept ArticulatedType of Label Correct Incorrect None Articulated
Explanation (N=91) 44% 4% 52%
No Explanation (N=103) 28% 21%` 51%
χ2 = 13.8.0, p < .01

Interaction effects of disk and label

The type of disk provided had different effects on visitors depending on whether an explanation
was offered in the label.
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Conceptual Understanding

When visitors were given an explanation in the label, the type of disk had no effect on visitors’
conceptual understanding.  Only when there was no explanation did the type of disk have an
effect.  This suggests that the Wooden and Adjustable Disks helped visitors most when there was
no explanation.

Disk Label N Correct
concept

Incorrect
concept

None
Articulated

χ2
p value

Metal Explanation 17 47% 12% 41%
Wooden Explanation 24 50% 4% 46%
Adjustable Explanation 50 40% 2% 58%

.39

Metal No Explanation 25 20% 52% 28%
Wooden No Explanation 22 32% 27% 41%
Adjustable No Explanation 56 30% 5% 64%

.0001

Conclusions

Changing the disks seemed to have had an effect on visitors, as measured by holding time and
conceptual understanding.  Making the disks less confusing (and reducing their number) slightly
decreased holding time and increased understanding.  Adding adjustable disks (and increasing
the overall number of disks) slightly increased holding time without detracting from conceptual
understanding (i.e., without confusing people).

The labels seemed to have had less of an impact.  Providing an explanation did not affect holding
time, but it did improve visitors’ stated understanding of the concept.  This is not too surprising,
since simply reading aloud the label’s explanation would have been counted as stating a correct
theory.

Recommendations

We recommend continuing to use the newest set of six disks which include the Adjustable Disks.
We also recommend using the label that contains an explanation rather than the one that does
not.
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